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Abstract
Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) sharing is a way security professionals and threat analysts can freely access and share
information to tackle emerging cyber threats. Leading cybersecurity professionals have had access to large amounts of open
source data and the ability to consume important information from them has become troublesome. CTI information can be
found in various textual sources such as threat reports, blog posts and online forums, however, there is an increasing centre
of attention towards automatic extraction and information retrieval of CTI knowledge. In this study, we evaluate existing
ontologies that have worked towards automatic CTI extraction, then we investigate the mechanisms used to extract CTI
information automatically.
Our contribution is in constructing a pipeline used to develop a training dataset from disparate data sources that can predict
tactics and techniques based from the MITRE ATT&CK framework.

1. Introduction
Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) is the information about
threats and threat actors that can be used to detect,
mitigate and prevent cyber attacks. With the world
becoming more interconnected and online presence
rapidly becoming the new normal (e.g. e-commerce,
social media, intellectual property stored on cloud),
adversaries are only provided further avenues to cause
damage and disruption to businesses.
Cyber security communities and security vendors are
relatively open to information sharing, leading to many
different sources which CTI can be retrieved from. They
can be retrieved from internal or external sources [30].
Internal sources can include include items such as log
files, threat intelligence feeds and security alerts from
intrusion detection or intrusion prevention systems kept
within a private sector like a company. Whereas, external sources are solely made to be publicly available [30]
for community use. Examples include threat reports and
security blogs published from accredited vendors which
can be used to raise cyber awareness or allow threat
intelligence (TI) analysts to strengthen their company’s
security posture.
That being said, the task of retrieving valuable tactical
and technical information from various sources is challenging, due to requirements from security experts with
technical expertise to manually read the reports and
accurately extract important information [32]. Considering the volume of threat reports and new vulnerabilities
published each day, this is a time consuming and
cumbersome task for humans.
Fortunately, to improve interoperability there have been

some de-facto standards recently developed to aid
security specialists and researchers in recognising
threats and vulnerabilities in a common language (e.g.
CVE [21], CWE [22], MITRE ATT&CK [20]). Thus,
leading into the rise of research in finding efficient ways
to extract key information from different sources to ease
the amount of manual analysis to create intelligence that
can infer business decisions. Research in automated
information retrieval of CTI has been a hot topic in
recent times with new technologies and standards being
introduced to lessen the burden on TI analysts and
address information quantity and quality issues.
The purpose of this research was to investigate mechanisms for the automated and scalable creation of
training data that could be used to train a machine
learning model to predict tactics and techniques from
external sources (i.e., threat reports and online blogs).
We propose the overarching key question as the focus
of our research:
• What are the mechanisms that can be used to
automate the scalable creation of training data in
disparate data sources?
The structure of this paper is as follows: we begin by
providing a detailed background of CTI followed by a
comprehensive review of evaluating different literature
working towards automated CTI extraction. Then we
arrange a methodology/pipeline used to construct training data and train a model to make predictions of tactics
and techniques from the ATT&CK framework. Finally we
evaluate the model and discuss the mechanisms used
to construct training data from disparate data sources.
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2. Background
In this section we describe the origins of CTI, beginning
by asking “What is a threat” and “How threats have
evolved overtime”? Then we dive into the different
levels of CTI that exists and define which one we will be
focusing on for this research. Afterwards, we investigate
the different types and sources of CTI and how CTI
information can be gathered? We finally end by looking
into the existing taxonomies that are used today to
aid CTI sharing and address the current challenges
that society faces with regards to information retrieval
and automated CTI extraction through the analysis of
previous works. At this stage we define the stages
necessary for automated CTI extraction and exemplify
the goals required to investigate mechanisms for an
automated and scalable creation of training data.

2.1 The Threat Landscape
Cyber attacks can seriously impact the delivery of critical
services to businesses and organisations. With the
increasing reliance on technology, information communication technologies (ICT) provide new opportunities for
businesses and organisations to operate and reach out
to a demographic suited for the 21st century [6]. Due
to the broader attack service, this also allows threat
actors and adversaries to exercise their skills and search
for new ways to harm, disrupt and cause damage to
livelihoods.
Having cyber awareness capabilities across all levels of
an organisation is crucial [11]. Because of Internet of
Things (IoT) devices in workplaces and a focus shift to
cloud technologies, threat actors can cause short and
long term [6] impacts to businesses. For better understanding, there are different ways to understand threats
and the increasing prevalence for cyber awareness.
A threat can be classified as a potential negative action
or event that can exploit a vulnerability. Threats can
be caused intentionally or accidentally, neverless, a
threat is more precisely “any circumstance or event
with the potential to adversely impact organisational
operations” [16]. Viruses, worms and trojan horses are
examples of existing malware that are used to infiltrate
computer networks and systems [30]. Recently, a new
generation of threats are malicious entities that are
adversely smarter which can go undetected in firewalls
and anti-virus systems[30], [25]. These threats are
more sophisticated; such as polymorphic threats (i.e.,
malware like viruses and worms that have the ability to
change themselves), zero-days, composite threats and
multi-staged and multi-vectored threats (e.g. Advanced
Persistent Threats a.k.a APT)[30], [25]. In today’s
threat landscape, the importance of CTI has received a
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significant amount of coverage by the media [1] and it
has been identified as a possible component of solutions
to inform decisions about emerging threat factors [30],
[1].

2.2 Cyber Threat Intelligence

Figure 1. David Bianco’s Pyramid of Pain [4], indicates different network and
computer IoCs that if denied to the adversary, will indicate how challenging
the adversary will need work in order to perform the same kind of attack.

Similar to a police detective looking for evidence in
a crime scene, identifying whether a threat is evident
or not requires seasoned knowledge of the threat landscape and constant evaluation of up and coming threats
and technologies. Indicators of Compromise (IoC) are
forensic artefacts that acts as signs of when a system
has been compromised by a malicious entity [32]. To
name a few, they come in forms of IP addresses, URLs,
MD5 hashes and registry keys [32].
Bianco [4] introduced the “Pyramid of Pain” concept
illustrated in Figure 1 which demonstrates the types of
indicators that if denied from the adversary, will stipulate
the level of difficulty for the adversary to use repeated
attack techniques to cause disruption. For example,
if a TI analyst recognises malicious activity through a
unique hash value that is being passed through their
internal threat feeds, then it would be trivial for the
adversary to manipulate the malware so the hash value
can bypass defence systems. In contrast to the very top
of the pyramid; identifying and understanding the tactics,
techniques and procedures (TTP) of an adversary is
tough for them to replicate [4]. For example, if a TI
analyst understood that phishing campaigns were previously used to infiltrate a business, then the company
could successfully prepare and mitigate most types of
phishing campaigns against the organisation forcing the
adversary to change the way they handle their tactics,
techniques and procedures about phishing campaigns.
From a defensive perspective, “Kill Chain” developed by
Lockheed Martin, is an analytical framework [14] used
to describe phases of intrusion and maps particular
courses of actions to certain goals a threat actor might
have. “Kill Chain” provides TI analysts a holistic view
of which stage of an attack their organisation might be
in if compromised. The stages include reconnaissance,
weaponisation, delivery, exploitation, command and
TN22/04 (Honours thesis submission) March 17, 2022
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control and exfiltration.
We now understand different types of malware that
exist and several ways how a TI analyst might hunt
for forensic artefacts. Learning about how potential
malicious activity can come into existence can inform
business decisions. CTI is the result of lessons learned
from threat actors that can help mitigate harmful events.
Dalziel [8] mentions that CTI should be relevant to your
industry, actionable to prompt or inform decisions and
valuable so it can be translated and understanded by all
levels of an organisation regardless of technicality. CTI
can be categorised into three main categories, yet, for
the purpose of this research we are only concerned with
CTI consumed at the tactial and operational levels.:
1. Strategic Threat Intelligence are consumed at highlevel and impact decisions at an organisational level
[30], [5], [9].
2. Tactical Threat Intelligence are the tactics, techniques and procedures in turn contains information
about how adversaries conduct their attacks [30], [5],
[9].
3. Operational Threat Intelligence relates to details
about impending operations to an organisation [30],
[5], [9]. They are closely related to tactical threat
intelligence because they are about the exact details
that TI analysts face when protecting an organisation
(e.g. IoC feeds, log files etc.).
2.3 Types & Sources of CTI
CTI can be represented as structured: where information can be easily processed by a computer[30], or
unstructured data: in which further preprocessing and
natural language techniques needs to be involved for
computers to understand the semantics of the information sources (e.g. threat reports, blogs)[30]. They
can also be derived from internal and external sources.
Internal being computers and networks whereby external referring to publicly available data like open source
threat feeds, blog posts and threat reports. It is known
that information produced from internal sources mainly
come from structured sources whereas external sources
can have a variety of structures.
A large amount of security vendors and advisory papers
have been introducing Threat intelligence Sharing
Platforms (TISP) with the primary goal for consumers to
integrate their software so they can facilitate information
sharing, enable automation and refine the vetting of
data that is being passed through their organisation to
strengthen their security posture. With TISPs gathering
popularity in recent years, so have been the development of standards (e.g. STIX[3], TAXII[7]) that can
structurally facilitate a common language between these
platforms allowing for interoperability. More companies
encourage CTI sharing by creating and outsourcing
their sharing platforms (e.g. IBM X-Force Exchange[15],

Threat Miner[29]), which contains tactical threat intelligence referencing threat reports.

2.4 Taxonomies of CTI
There is no universal standard for interpreting CTI
information. Despite this, CTI information must be
understood by all parties to be useful [27]. In attempt to
address interoperability, industry has developed a small
set of de facto standards can be recognised by almost
all the security community [26].
ATT&CK (Adversarial Tactics, Techniques and
Common Knowledge) [20] developed by the MITRE
corporation is a globally accessible knowledge base
of adversary tactics and techniques based on realworld observations. It allows CTI analysts to describe
adversarial behaviours in a standardised fashion. In
recent years ATT&CK has gained popularity for its
simple understanding with understanding an attacker’s
tactics, techniques and procedures (TTP) and how it
can be used with Bianco’s Pyramid of Pain. Leading
in to integration with several threat information sharing
technologies.
The taxonomy of the ATT&CK framework focuses on two
main domains, “Enterprise” and “Mobile”. “Enterprise”
focuses on behaviours with Windows, MacOS, Linux
and “Mobile” focuses on iOS and Android. Additionally,
there are five main components that comprise in the
ATT&CK framework with the first two (i.e., tactics and
techniques) being the key focus of the remainder of this
research:
1. Tactics, represents the “why” and “what” behaviour
of what an adversary is trying to achieve, it is
ultimately the adversary’s tactical goal. There are
currently fourteen tactics in the enterprise matrix
as of October 2020. They are “Reconnaissance”,
“Resource Development”, “Initial Access”, “Execution”, “Perssistence”, “Privilege Escalation”, “Defense
Evasion”, “Credential Access”, “Discovery”, “Lateral
Movement”, “Collection”, “Command and Control”,
“Exfiltration” and “Impact”.
2. Techniques, describes the “how” behaviour with how
the adversary goes about their business, this is done
by an adversary performing an action to achieve their
tactical goal. Each tactic is has multiple corresponding techniques and sub-techniques.
3. Mitigations, consists a list of tools and potential
countermeasures that can sway an the adversary’s
desired outcome.
4. Groups, are sets of related intrusion activity tracked
by common name in the security community. Also
coined as “Threat Groups”, they are organisations
that conduct adverse campaigns sophisticated
enough for security researchers to take interest in
their activity.
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5. Software, contains custom or commercial code, operating system utilities, open-source software, or tools
that are used to conduct any of the behaviour highlighted in the ATT&CK model.
Other taxonomies that aren’t focused in this research
include, Structured Threat Information Expression
(STIX) [3] and Trusted Automated eXchange of
Intelligence Information (TAXII)[7], STIX is an adopted
information model and serialisation solution used to
exchange CTI information by using JSON objects to
indicate observables. TAXII on the other hand, allows
the operationalisation of STIX observables. It acts as an
application layer protocol that can be used to enhance
sharing between different systems. Many CTI sharing
platforms allow their CTI information to be interpreted to
STIX and TAXII formats.
Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)[21],
CVE is a list of publicly disclosed computer security
flaws that has been labelled and assigned with a CVE ID
number. CVE’s purpose is not to include technical data
or information about their risks, impacts and fixes, but
to be brief so security professionals can prioritise and
differentiate between different security flaws.
Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE)[22], often
confused with CVE as the same, CWE’s focus is on the
the vulnerability whereas CVE focuses on the specific
instance within a product or system. CWE follows the
same format with CWE ID and its purpose is to also
be provide a brief understanding of the vulnerability or
weakness.

2.5 Challenges in Cyber Threat Intelligence
Usually so many standards being developed and the
popularity in CTI within academic and industry settings
presents several challenges. Beginning with information
quality and quantity issues, mainly involving external
resources and the abundance of information available
online can turn to oversaturation and misinformation [1].
That said, many TI analysts struggle with overwhelming
amounts of threat data feeding through their threat
programs. Abu [1] and Tounsi [30] both state from a
study from Ponemon respectively, that from 1000 IT
practitioners interviewed in 2016 and 2013, 70% and
57% of respondents raised the issue that threat intelligence was too voluminous, out of date and/or complex
in order to provide actionable intelligence. Factors
that may have contributed to this issue may be due to
individuals misinterpretation of CTI being mistaken for
IoCs or data.
Previously mentioned interoperability is a problem faced
when designing software systems. From a general
perspective, interoperability is the ability of a system
or product to work with other systems or products
without any required or special effort [19]. This becomes
increasingly important when it comes to the processing
4

of unstructured data sources. Threat reports and blogs
are favourable sources for extracting CTI information
being TI analysts first motivation when wanting to learn
about a new threat. Despite this, they are cumbersome
and require lots of time to read to extract key information.
CTI extraction has become a hot topic in recent times
leading to the development of automated tasks to extract
information from unstructured sources.

2.6 Related Work
Current methodologies in gathering threat data and
transforming it into CTI has been a labour intensive
task that requires expertise in threat hunting. In this
section we look at different ontologies used to gather CTI
information from unstructured sources [33], [31], [23].
Zhu [33], Rastogi [28], use CTI extraction from threat
intelligence reports for different purposes. Ranging from
extracting IoCs to identifying malware campaigns [33], to
generating malware knowledge graphs to create stories
about malware families [28].
Other unstructured sources involve the gathering of
intelligence from open source intelligence (OSINT) data
feeds [10], [31], twitter posts [23] and popular security
blogs [31], [17]. Research mainly extracted from threat
reports were closely focused on extracting tactics, tools
and techniques of APT groups. Notably, the main
technique used to process unstructured data involved
natural language processing and machine learning. NLP
was used for data cleaning and preprocessing while
machine learning was used to train models to make
predictions to achieve their goals [33], [10], [31], [28].
Zhou [32] mentioned that finding ways to annotate large
amounts of data is a tedious task that can lead to false
positives if non-experts are labelling the data.
Despite this, various preprocessing techniques were
adopted based on the data being used. For instance,
iAce [17] was a tool that mainly focused on blog posts
and technical articles from the web, therefore, the
authors had to filter unnecessary information (e.g.
advertisements) so meaningful data that could be
extracted could potentially be used for CTI. Long [18]
used token embedding to extract common unnecessary
words. In contrast, mining threat intelligence reports
required an alternative approach to extract CTI, where
parts of the information were found in more structured
forms in bullet points or headings making the extraction
process simpler.
Finally, the ability to operationalise and automate CTI
extraction was a motivator to help TI analysts deal with
data quantity over quality issues and interoperability
issues. TTPDrill [13], is a system built where TTPs were
extracted from threat reports and then converted over
to STIX format, ChainSmith [33] were able to provide
insights to malware delivery campaigns and TIMiner [31]
could categorise threats to their operational domains
TN22/04 (Honours thesis submission) March 17, 2022
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(e.g. finance, government, APT, DDoS, Malware).
Through the analysis of existing tools Zhou [32] mentioned manually labelling data is a labour intensive task
that can lead to false positives. Leading to difficulties in
finding good training data that could be used to make
accurate predictions. We opened to ask the overarching
question, What are the mechanisms that can be used
to automate the creation of training data in disparate
data sources?

3. Methodology

Figure 2. Flow chart denoting the measures taken to construct and evaluate
the training dataset. Beginning from data sources, a chronological order
was taken to construct the dataset, if at any stage a given method during
the data collation or preprocessing step was deemed to be infeasible, we
had to look back at the particular data source to come with a new strategy.

To achieve the goal of constructing an appropriate
training dataset that can be used for model training we
follow a design science approach [12], [24]. We break
down the research question to following sub-questions:
• How and where can we collect enough data sources
to construct a training dataset?
• What are the specific preprocessing steps necessary
to prepare the sources for training?
• How can we use natural language processing and
machine learning to predict tactics and techniques
from the ATT&CK framework?
To address the questions above we separate the next
section in to three parts: data collation, preprocessing
and feature selection & model training (Figure 2). For
each individual part we sequentially go through phases
comprising of constructing a conceptual framework,
developing a system architecture, analysing and designing, building the system and finally observation and
evaluation [24]. Throughout the entire development
cycle we had to revisit earlier renditions of the project
(highlighted in the “Discussion”), as particular proof of

concepts, research issues were infeasible to handle due
to time constraints.
To complete the tasks we used the Python programming
language with the addition of NLTK (Natural Language
Toolkit) package to perform all tasks. As performance
was not a concern for our research and we trialled a
variety of techniques and tools, Python programming is
easy to learn/use and provides many packages available
to perform natural language processing tasks. Meaning
we can spend less time worrying about the semantics of
the language and spend more time solving the problem
at hand.
The classifiers used for trialing and evaluating the efficacy of the dataset were Linear Support Vector Machine
(Linear SVC) and Logistic Regression. We chose both
of these models because they were simple to implement
out-of-the box with Python but more specifically we
could understand the relationship between tactics and
techniques as the ATT&CK framework already has
ground truth with regards to the relationships between
specific tactics and techniques.

3.1 Data Collation
To apply text classification to our problem, we need to
collect enough data sources to train and test different
models. We used a variety of threat reports, white
papers and blog posts retrieved from APTNotes [2].
APTNotes is a repository of publicly available papers
and blogs related to malicious campaigns, activity and
software, the repository contains sources from reputable
institutions and vendors that are leading in managed
detection, investigation, security assurance and incident
response services (e.g. Kaspersky, FireEye, Trustwave).
In particular, we processed 309 blog posts, 181 threat
reports and 49 white papers from APTNotes.
A main challenge of this research is the ability to find
already labelled data. We extract our labels from the
MITRE ATT&CK framework. Figure 3 represents the
how some of the tactics relate to some of the techniques below. For example, there are ten techniques
associated with the tactic “Reconnaissance”, meaning
an adversary may use techniques such as “Active
Scanning”, “Gather Victim Host Information” and “Gather
Network Information” in order to perform reconnaissance
on their target.
In addition, each tactic and technique is denoted
short handed by a prefix followed by four numbers
in the ATT&CK matrix. For instance, all tactics and
techniques are prefixed with the letters “TA” and “T”
respectively (e.g. “Reconnaissance” is TA0043 and
“Active Scanning” is recognised by T1595). For a more
universal understanding we only extracted the short
handed names as our labels.
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Table 1. Simplified representation of the training data which is used to train
a OneVsRest (OvR) classifier.

Figure 3. Image of the MITRE ATT&CK Matrix that demonstrates the rela‑
tionships between tactics and techniques. The tactics are located at the top
whereas their respective techniques are directly beneath each heading.

3.2 Preprocessing
With the data collated, the first step before classifying
any report is preprocessing. Preprocessing are the
steps used for cleaning the data into a form that can
be easily interpreted while reducing as many false and
unecessary data that can hinder the training process. All
reports were collated as PDF files and the “PyMuPDF”
package was used to read each individual source. As
the nature of each PDF file has some noise parsed with
it. We begin with some light processing by removing any
leftover HTML tags. Then created regular expressions
to filter out any structured data that could also hinder
our classification such as artefacts like IP Addresses,
Hashes, URLs, email addresses and registry keys.
After that, we removed stop words by using the Natural
Language Toolkit (NLTK) and stemmed the leftover
words to bring words to their root form. Stop words
are a set of commonly used words in a language e.g.
“a”, “the”. and is are stop words because they don’t
carry over much useful information about a particular
sentence. Stemming is the process of reducing a word to
its word stem e.g. if a particular text contains the words
“develop”, “developing”, “developed” and “development”
stemming would all consider these words as the single
word “develop”. After some light preprocessing we
represented the words as a bag-of-words (BoW) to do
further processing. BoW is a representation of modelling
text data such that the text is represented as a multi-set
of words with no semantical relation between words.
The construction of the training dataset was assembled
in a way that each individual row entry would represent
the report’s filtered text followed by the labelled data from
the ATT&CK framework. Table 1 is small representation
of the final training dataset. The first row contains all
of the labels for each tactic and technique and every
6

Text

TA0006

TA0002

T1044

Report 1

1

1

1

Report 2

0

0

1

Blog 1

1

0

1

Blog 2

0

1

1

Blog 3

0

0

0

corresponding row after represents a report and their
associated labels. The first column (i.e., “Report 1”,
“Blog 1” etc.) represents the preprocessed text from
each of the PDF files mentioned earlier in this section
and their remaining columns are filled with a ‘1’ or ‘0’ to
indicate whether a particular label i.e., tactic or technique
from the first row is applicable to the report.
Next, was the challenge in accurately mapping the
data from MITRE ATT&CK to the training dataset i.e.,
ensuring that the mapping of ‘1’ and ‘0’s were as correct
as possible. Other than manual labelling of the data
which is time consuming, we used MITRE’s “caret.json”
(classification and regression) dataset alongside with
longest extent pattern matching (or longest matching
prefix) to automate data labelling.
3.3 Feature Selection & Model Training
From each of the threat reports we used term frequency
and inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) to extract
basic features from the threat reports. We used Python’s
“scikit-learn” package to construct a pipeline for our
preprocessed data to perform the feature extraction and
train some models. TF-IDF is a statistical measure used
for information retrieval and keyword extraction that
evaluates the relevance of a word in a document within
a collection of documents. It does this by multiplying
two different metrics; the amount of times a particular
word appears in a single document known as the term
frequency, and the ratio of documents that include that
specific term known as inverse document frequency.
In specific, TF-IDF is calculated as follows:

w(i,j) = tfi,j ∗ log(

N
)
dfi

where,
tfi,j , is the number of occurrences of word i appears in
document j.
dfi , is the number of documents containing the word i.
N , is the total number of documents in the corpus.
Multiplying term frequency and document inverse
frequency metrics together results in a tf-idf score (w(i,j) )
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of a word in a document, which means that the higher
the score, the more relevant the word is in a particular
document. Upon calculating the TF-IDF scores and
using a bag-of-words approach, we established to select
50 percent of the highest TF and IDF scores, by using a
chi-squared statistics test to pass into our model to be
trained.
Several methods are possible when facing a multi-label
classification problem. We could use adapted algorithms or use problem transformation methods. Some
examples of problem transformation are to use binary
relevance, in which trains a binary classifier for each
label independently, classifier chains which uses the
relations between labels. Finally a label powerset (LP),
which creates a binary classifier for every label in the
training set. However, in our case this is infeasible
because we have too many labels and not enough data
to cover every possible combination.
With this in mind and time constraints we decided
to adopt adapted algorithms because we were not
interested in performance of our dataset but wanted
an idea if our training data could reliably predict tactics
and techniques from known and unknown sources. For
model training we tested our trained data on two linear
models; Logistic Regression and Linear Support Vector
Machine (Linear SVC). Using a one verse rest classifier
(OvR) strategy, we constructed our pipelines to train
for tactics and techniques separately. In particular the
parameters parsed into the models was a penalty of ‘l2’,
squared hinge loss, dual optimisation (due to number of
samples being greater than number of features), and a
balanced class weight for the Linear SVC to be run a
maximum of 1000 iterations. For logistic regression, we
used default configurations to train the model.

4. Results
To address the machine learning and predictions part
of the sub-question “How can we use natural language
processing and machine learning to predict tactics and
techniques from the ATT&CK framework?” we had to
run benchmarks on known and unknown data. Firstly,
we tested each of our models against 5 threat reports
and 5 blog posts that were present in the training data.
Then we randomly selected 5 reports and 5 blogs that
weren’t present in the training data and compared the
results for both Linear SVC and Logistic Regression.
For both Linear SVC and Logistic Regression, we used
the same reports to act as a controlled variable so they
can be compared. The purpose of selecting reports that
exist in both the training data and not in the training
data was to get an idea of what confidence score could
the both models predict at. As basing test results on
randomness and chance doesn’t necessarily evaluate
the model’s reliability. We plotted and a precision verses
recall plot for our classifiers and present the results as
follows.

4.1 Experiments on Sample Reports and Blogs
Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 represents experiments on reports
present within the training data, reports not present
in the training data, blogs present in the training data
and blogs not present in the training data respectively.
Among all the figures for each report, cells highlighted
green serves as the highest confidence scores amongst
the Linear SVC classifier, cells coloured yellow denote
the highest confidence scores amongst Linear SVC
classifier that was still below 50% and cells highlighted
red are what we believe are potential errors with the
Logistic Regression classifier.
Overall, the classifier had higher confidence levels in
detecting individual tactics within known threat reports
and blogs than unknown materials, which is to be
expected. Yet, from comparing confidence scores solely
on both classifier results, linear SVC deemed to be more
effective at predicting tactics than logistic regression,
ranging averages from results from as low as ∼30%
to a high of ∼75% for linear SVC and a low of ∼5%
to a high of ∼65% for logistic regression. It is worth
noting that logistic regression would sometimes post a
higher confidence score than linear SVC like in figure 6
under the tactic “Defense Evasion” for the report in the
second row where it polled a confidence score of 85.89%
compared to linear SVC 72.66%, but this happens too
inconsistently with the majority of Logistic Regression
scores polling significantly lower scores amongst all the
tactics, particularly in unknown sources not present in
the training data.
Conclusively, from general observations we can advise
that the results are imbalanced by virtue of our low sample size and the inequality of data substance contained
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inside the different source material. For example, it is no
surprise that Figures 4 and 5 bolster higher confidence
scores than 6 and 7 because threat reports tend to have
lengthier content than blog posts allowing the model with
an increasingly likelihood to favour reports with higher
confidence scores than blogs.
Figure 7. Confidence scores for five blog posts that do not exist in the train‑
ing dataset. Each column represents a tactic from the MITRE ATT&CK frame‑
work and each inner cell represents the confidence score predicted from the
model. The numbers from left to write represents the prediction of Linear
SVC and Logistic Regression models respectively.

4.2 Precision verses Recall
Figure 4. Confidence scores for five threat reports that exists in the training
dataset. Each column represents a tactic from the MITRE ATT&CK frame‑
work and each inner cell represents the confidence score predicted from the
model. The numbers from left to write represents the prediction of Linear
SVC and Logistic Regression models respectively.

Figure 5. Confidence scores for five threat reports that do not exist in the
training dataset. Each column represents a tactic from the MITRE ATT&CK
framework and each inner cell represents the confidence score predicted
from the model. The numbers from left to write represents the prediction
of Linear SVC and Logistic Regression models respectively.

Figure 6. Confidence scores for five blog posts that exists in the training
dataset. Each column represents a tactic from the MITRE ATT&CK frame‑
work and each inner cell represents the confidence score predicted from the
model. The numbers from left to write represents the prediction of Linear
SVC and Logistic Regression models respectively.
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In attempt to address the imbalance issue we also
experimented on the tactics and techniques from our
already labelled dataset to graph precision verses recall
curves. Precision-Recall is a metric used to evaluate
a classifier’s quality, in specific, the curves are used to
summarise the trade-off between the true positive rate
and the positive predictive value for a predictive model
using different probability thresholds. Precision-Recall is
evaluated on a metric between 0 to 1.0 where the closer
the average precision (AP) is to 1, the more accurate
our model is.
Figures 8 and 9 are the precision verses recall graphs for
the Linear SVC and Logistic Regression classifiers when
we split the dataset that contains 1283 rows and there
are 227 unique labels (12 tactics and 215 techniques) in
half and state the indexables ‘X’ (i.e., Recall) and ‘y’ (i.e.,
Precision) for tactics and techniques respectively, a low
average precision is calculated. The low precisions and
recall scores of 0.30 and 0.29 could be a result for the
uneven result of having too many unique labels for set
up as training and testing data.
In contrast, figures 10 and 11 result in high AP scores,
0.99 and 0.96 respectively with the same setup as
the previous results except the indexables ‘X’ and ‘y’
have been switched to techniques and tactics. This
means both models have a high precision and recall in
predicting the correct tactic and technique.

5. Discussion
In this section we discuss the variety of tools and
techniques that were used to automate the scalable
creation of training data in disparate data sources and
revisit the methodologies that were tested to no avail or
were tweaked to align with the goals for the research.
We provide answers to the sub-questions addressed in
the methodology towards the study of automated CTI
extraction.
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Figure 8. Precision‑Recall graph that evaluates the LinearSVC classifier’s
quality. The test data is split in half (0.5) with ‘X’ used for tactics and the
‘y’ labels being the techniques.
Figure 11. Precision‑Recall graph that evaluates the Logarithmic Regres‑
sion classifier’s quality. The test data is split in half (0.5) with ‘X’ used for
techniques and the ‘y’ labels being the tactics.

Figure 9. Precision‑Recall graph that evaluates the Logarithmic Regression
classifier’s quality. The test data is split in half (0.5) with ‘X’ used for tactics
and the ‘y’ labels being the techniques.

Figure 10. Precision‑Recall graph that evaluates the LinearSVC classifier’s
quality. The test data is split in half (0.5) with ‘X’ used for techniques and
the ‘y’ labels being the techniques.

5.1 Data Collation
How and where can we collect enough data sources
to construct a training data set?
We collected open source threat reports, blog posts and
white papers from the APTNotes repository on Github
for training data needing to be preprocessed. Then
established the labels to be the tactics and techniques
found from the MITRE ATT&CK website. Retrieving the
corpus from APTNotes was not a difficult task as their

Github repository contains startup scripts to download
their latest sources.
Retrieving the labels from the MITRE ATT&CK framework was another task, fortunately, Python has the
BeautifulSoup package to extract and the tactic and
technique names from MITRE. BeautifulSoup is a library
that allows for extracting data from HTML and XML files.
It is worth noting that there are many different online
sources which can be used to find raw data for CTI
but the data that we collected is not enough to make
accurate predictions used for model training.

5.2 Preprocessing
What are the specific preprocessing steps necessary
to prepare the sources for training?
We learnt that natural language processing (NLP) was
the most common way in filtering data from unstructured
text. Through using NLTK we were able to create a
pipeline to retain meaningful words from threat reports
and blogs and construct filters through the use of
regular expressions to filter out or extract out any data
easily recognised by machines (e.g. emails, hashes, IP
addresses). Yet, due to the vast disparity of unstructured
data sources, we acknowledged that there had to be
some manual processing and manual labelling that had
to be done during the development of the training data as
there is no one size fits all solution to this problem. Early
iterations of the project had initially planned to present
the training dataset as a featured learning dataset
where fixed features were presented in the training data
and artefacts were retrieved both automatically and
manually from the disparate sources instead of using a
multi-labelled dataset.
The original plan was to have individual artefacts such
as specific IP addresses, URLs, hash values, system
information etc. to be presented as features. These
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features were to be mapped with a specific threat actor
to represent the labels. For example, if the model was
able to detect the IPv4 address 193.180.255.2, then it
should be able to correctly predict that this address is
associated with the threat actor “APT40”. Conversely,
using regex to extract structured data like URLs and
hashes is a simple task, but it is not uncommon for blog
writers and authors to obfuscate their artefacts to protect
the reader from accidentally accessing any malicious
links or downloading malware. Like introducing brackets
around parts of an IP address (e.g. 193.180.255[.]2) or
masking parts of the artefact (e.g. 193.XXX.XXX.2).
Another issue with having threat actors as labels was
the problem with having to deal with aliases. A particular
threat actor might be known by a different name (e.g.
APT19 which is a Chinese threat group also known
as “Codoso”, “C0d0so0”, “Codoso Team”, “Sunshop
Group”) allowing for the training data to become noisier.
To resolve the problem, we decided to use regex to filter
out any unnecessary data from the reports for TF-IDF
feature extraction instead of retrieving the information to
be included in our training dataset.
Due to issues highlighted above, we decided to shift
our focus from predicting malicious actors from threat
reports, to predicting their actions and motives. By
constructing our training data with all the labels predefined in the first row as tactics and technique IDs from
the ATT&CK framework in addition to having lightly
processed threat reports inside the training data with
TF-IDF extraction to retrieve the features made solved
issues with labelling training data with the compromise
in having noisier training data.
Other preprocessing methodologies studied included the
use of optical character recognition. Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) is the digital translation of text found
in images within machine encoded text (e.g. PDF files).
As the majority of key information from reports and blogs
can be found within the HTML of the PDF document,
other important information could have been left out
due to the sources containing image files like png’s and
jpeg’s that can’t be read by a pdf extraction tool.
Figure 12 is an example of a file that normal pdf
extraction might not recognise. There are several OCR
technologies out there that can help convert text from
images. Tesseract and OpenCV are both open source
commonly tools used for digital image processing.
Tesseract is an OCR engine, allowing reading text from
images, performing basic document segmentation and
allowing to operate on specific image inputs such as
particular words, lines or paragraphs. On the other
hand, OpenCV is computer vision library that allows
you to perform feature extraction and data classification,
You can perform basic OCR with OpenCV but it is not
purely an OCR engine. Nonetheless, both tools are
open source and contains packages to be integrated
with Python making it relatively easy to setup.
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Figure 12. Example of a page from a blog post in 2017 that needs further pro‑
cessing to extract artefacts. The text within the red rectangle is an example
of meaningful information to describe the specific properties of a Windows
binary file to identify the threat group APT28 a.k.a Fancy Bear.

In addition to studying the different types of technologies
used, we also highlighted some flaws that using OCR
has encountered in our research. Firstly, not every
image within our corpus needs to be processed. Being
able to collectively gather and rank each image in terms
of relevance is a tough task. Some images contains
advertisements which are notably found in blog posts,
others are found in company logos, for instance the key
term “Symantec” or “FireEye” might be extracted from
images but they provide no relevance to the construction
of the dataset as they are just names of the companies
who publish and disclose their findings. Likewise with
detection of company email addresses too.
Next, many images contain walkthroughs and proof of
concepts towards how an adversary goes about their
business. By containing such detailed information,
leads to over interpretation of information which adds
unnecessary noise during processing. For example,
evidence of a particular system’s log files might be
involved when it isn’t necessary to capture as the goal
is for the reader has some visual of the attack actually
working. The same goes for executing particular commands or showing prompts of a user’s current directory
when displaying information coming from a terminal or
MS-DOS prompt.

5.3 Feature Selection & Model Training
How can we use natural language processing and
machine learning to predict tactics and techniques
from the ATT&CK framework?
TF-IDF and a bag-of-words approach was used to
rank words within each text with the highest ranking 50
percent of TF and IDF scores utilised for feature selection. Then Linear SVC and Logistic Regression were
TN22/04 (Honours thesis submission) March 17, 2022
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the chosen models to be trained. However, it is safe
to summarise that despite the high average precision
verses recall score for both Linear SVC and Logistic
Regression, there are still some flaws in the classifiers
ability to make accurate predictions, especially with
logistic regression. Notably on the small sample size we
experimented our models with, the tactic “Impact” was
constantly displaying a confidence level of 0% for any
known or unknown data source. It is suspected to be
caused due to the low number of entries in the training
data set that requires “Impact” and also noting that there
are only 13 related techniques which are associated with
the “Impact” tactic whereas tactics such as “Defense
Evasion” have 40 techniques associated with it on the
MITRE ATT&CK framework providing a class imbalance,
between tactics and techniques.
During previous iterations of the training dataset an
Inside-Outside-Beginning (IOB) style was adopted
for natural language processing when attempting to
categorise particular words of a text. The IOB style
of tagging was mainly used to recognise threat actors
and organisation names as the IOB style was able
to automatically assign labels to words as part of a
sentence. For example, if the sentence “APT37 is a
North Korean state-sponsored cyber espionage group
that has been active since at least 2012.” was parsed,
NLTK would recognise the terms “North” and “Korean”
as B-GEO and I-GEO as “beginning” (B) and “inside” (I)
of a geographical entity. Due to inexperience with NLP,
although IOB style tagging is used for labelling/tagging
data, we used it for feature selection and later abandoned the idea as we quickly realised there were better
ways in labelling and selecting features.

able that can strengthen the security posture of an
organisation or the community. Automated CTI extraction has become vital in today’s threat landscape with
threat analysts utilising existing CTI extraction tools
over manual analysis of TI reports. Our goal was to
investigate mechanisms used in such technologies and
construct an automated and scalable form of training
data from disparate data sources (e.g threat reports
and blog posts). We were able to build a pipeline
and address methodologies within data collation, preprocessing, feature extraction and model training to
predict MITRE ATT&CK tactics and techniques from
reports, blogs and articles. Unfortunately, we were
not able to fully automate and scale the pipeline due
to time constraints. Future works could focus on the
introduction of fully automatic development training data
that dynamically updates over time or focuses on CTI
extraction from TI reports that support foreign languages.
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